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Kis singer: The Vice President made a mistake in not consulting with you 
before releasing his report on CIA. We probably made one in hot saying 
Friday you would release it. 

President: I will say tonight that it wi11 be released and that the assassin
ation data will go to Church. Rummie thinks I should do it today. 

Kissinger: I don't think so. That would open your press conference totally 
and you can't know the answers. 

Church is going to turn the investigation into a review of a11 of foreign policy. 
He has asked for all the strategic estimates since '64 and the inte11igence 
warnings of crises. 

President: Maybe we should stop it if we can. I don't know the legal aspects. 
Let's find a place to draw the line. 

Kissinger: We should have a meeting without you to draw up a strategy, and 
then meet with you. 

President: Good. Let's do it. [Gen. Scowcroft I eft briefly and then returned] 

Kis singer: Nahum Goldmann's views are that Israel wi11 never back up except 
under overwhelming pressure. If the Klutznick meeting goes we11, you might 
consider meeting with them. It is quite a group. Goldn:lann says there is 
nothing we can do through the Presidents Group. They are too committed. 
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They are very upset about the letter of the 76 Senators. They thought' 
it was a great mistake. Even' Ribicoff thought so. 

President: Who started it? 

Kissinger: Javits with Dinitz. It was designed to bring pressure on 
Congressmen like Percy, and you. 

I have tried to give you a fair analysis in this package. I don't think you 
should get into aid. Tell them you can't talk aid until you know whether 
or not you are supporting a stalemate. They are projecting a conciliatory 
air. I think you should be very stern -- whether you were misled or not, : . 
you were deeply disappointed. Next, the leaks and proselytizing with . 
Congress and the public here is unacceptable. Then say you must know 
within two weeks whether or not an interim agreement is possible. We 
have a window with the Soviets until CSCE ani I wouldn't let it drag out. 

I think we are in good shape for a comprehensive settlement. Ribicoff 
says the Jews couldn't stand against you ifyou went on TV stating an . 
American position. He spoke very highly of you and he thoughto.nly 
Kennedy would have a chance against you. And Kennedy's life is such 
a mess that it would be a real problem. 

President: Some people are prone to mistakes. He can't make good 
judgments under pressure. He doesn't plan it -- it just happens. 

Kissinger: It's almost as if he punishes him self. 

President: The odds are he will make another public mistake. 

Kissinger: B.ack to the Israelis. Their capacity to misrepresent is so 
total that it's hard to know how they will hit you. I think they might say 
they will accommodate if Egypt will change its position. Then they will 
leak the Egyptian position and we will be in a hassle. We should do it 
tlie other way a~ound.Ask them what they want; if they say non
belligerency, say forget it.,' If it's about duration and warning 
say he and I should talk about'it. 

, ., ~ 

President:, How about American maninng of the warning sites? 

Kissinger: I would leave that to the last, as a major concession. 
give it during the me,eting. They should then send Allon back over with 
the answers to the questions we need. They shouldn't spend more than 
a week. . 
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He will q,lso want to tie you down to a £igur e, and a commitment not to 
make an over~l1 proposal. That you can't do. 

President: How~b~ut a move with Syria? 

Kissinlter: If he is W:£lling to go for a Syrian one, we can avoid a 

comprehensiv~ proposal. If not, I would say we have to go to Geneva. 


" 	 Don't tell himwe}would put forward a comprehensive proposal, but just 
say we would consult with them closely, but keep open the option. 

My meeting with the SFRC was an eyeopener. They.were very deferential, 
and every few sentences there ~al!J a comment about the succes s of your 
trip. 

The Israeli Cabinet has said it would sti~k with their March position 
unless Egypt made some changes in its position. 

The first day I would be very tough -- say there's no sense talking 

economics. Rabin's nerves are not that good.' He is smart and shy, 

but he's not all that tough.. 


On aid, we have a really good paper. The $2.6 figure they gave is 
phony. With $1. 5 they can meet their military purchases and still have 
A GNP growth of 4%. I think we should keep them on a tight leash and 
give $1 billion if they come across. If they don't ••• 

Pr esident: Keep them to the level of this year. 

Kis singer: Right. 

On Greece and Turkey, the Turks have decided they won't do anything 
until July 5. 

President: That is our hardest problem. We must plot a strategy 
after the Rabin visit to get it through the. House •. 

Kissinger: I think we could live with release of FMS and the cut-off 
of grant. 

President: _There were Jwo comments the other day - ... Broomfield 

wanted a time limit. 


Kissinger: Thr.ee months is hopeless; nine months maybe. 

: ' 
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President: The other was the refugee problem. 

Kissinger: We can't get movement on refugees--we only can give 
them aid. 

PresLdent: Let's look at putting a refugee package together with 
the FMS packa'ge. Have you people do it. 

Kissinger: The Cyprus parties will meet again in July. That will 
be the last one unless we bring pressure on the Turks, and we won't 
do that without movement on aid. We could stand some Clause for· 
review by next spring. If we could get the bUlthrough July, you could 
really put the heat on Demirel. 

You know you are seeing Ceaucescu on Wednesday. He is a tough 
little guy, who runs the most Stalinist regime in Europe. 

President: That is not the impression. 

Kissinger: Inside be tough; outside be tough with the Soviets. Show 
him as much consideration as possible. 

We are having a big fight on MFN for Romania. I wouldn't raise 
this first. If he does, tell him it is his domestic issue and you wcnld 
just as soon leave it to the end. There are two problems, just like with the 
Soviets: Congress wants us to say we received assurances; that they won't 
do. They will tell us what their practice is. Next they want an increase 
in the rate of emigration. That is only a problem for them in yielding 
to pressure. At the end you could tell him your problems. But if he 
gives in when the Soviets refused, he can be accused of selling out. 
But he wants MFN. Emigration is down to abo~t 60 per month. It has been 
as high as 300 a month. It may actually be that the Jews are hearing stories 
of life in Israel. 

On the Mideast, anything you say will get to the Arabs. 

On PLO, you can tell him that sooner or later we know we must talk 
to the PLO. 

On CSCE, he will urge for, some permanent follow-on organizatioh-
don'tt. want it, and neither do the Soviets. FOfl.o 

q... < 
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If he wants to, he can put on an unbelievable reception for you. 

President: Does he speak English? 

Kissinger: No. He is a little, cocky guy. He may raise North Korea. 
You can say if North Korea recognizes South Korea, we are willing to 
talk to them, but not if there is a chance of war. You could say you 
want to have the same special relationship with him as Nixon had. You 
could say you are considering going to Romania following CSCE, or what 
does he think? 

President: l see the Soviets have made concessions in CSCE. 

Kissinger: They did on Basket I and earlier they gave us 250 kilometers, 
up from l80 kilometers. I have let Callaghan and Genscher know this. 
If it works, we could have a Summit Conference about the 23rd. I have 
said 2 1/2 days of formal meeting s to have it longer than that without 
any a~complispmenta would bebad~ We will get a press beating here 
anyway~ You should see~rezhnev -- .m;a.ybe you c'an wrap up SALT. 

Gromyko wants to me~t me. The Middle East will be humiliating for 
them. I plan to see him on the ·way there, before my shuttle. If I do, 
maybe you should make a speech on the Middl'e E~st before I see 
Gromyko. 

On the Prepeon, we are getting into 'it- disagreement with France. They 
want to turn it ide. a super c~nference which deals with everything. 
We want the two comi.nissions (on rawmater-j.alsand economic develop
ment) other than ~nergi just to monitor; France wants them integral. 
We will try to beat the French in the lEA. 

On oil prices, there is no issue now. We have heard nothing about 
a $4 price rise. The Saudisare~inting they might want to. hold the line. 
You know what the Shah is saying. Simon is hinting that he can bring 
prices down. The only leverage we have is to cut off military equipment, 
and that would be self-defeating. 
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